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Site Setting
• Downtown Oshawa
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The Site
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What’s a Brownfield?
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Previously used?

Yes

Underutilized?

Yes

Perceived or real contamination?

Yes

Potential for re-use?

Yes

Potential for urban intensification?

Yes

Central location that could help
stimulate local economy?

Yes
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History of this Site
•
•
•

•
•
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1876 – McLaughlin Carriage Company started production of horsedrawn carriages (made one carriage every ten minutes by 1915)
1907 – Automobile production started (alliance with Buick Motor
Company)
1918 – McLaughlin Car Company and Chevrolet Car Company
merged to become GM Car Company of Canada. Operations at the
Ritson Road property started to shift away from vehicle assembly
in 1954, when the GM South Autoplex (located south of the 401)
was opened.
1965 – 2004 – Automotive parts manufacturing continued until
plant decommissioning in 2004 and final closure in 2007
August 2008 General Motors Canada/ACSYS Automotive sell the
40 acre downtown parcels to MIYA Projects Inc. and Oshawa
Gateway Development Corporation (the project Company)
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Site History and Activities after MIYA
Projects Inc./OGDC Purchase
•

•
•
•
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2007-2010 – Environmental site assessment, remediation and
risk management activities. Initial remediation of the site
comprised of large scale dig and dump following site
demolition (by CH2M Hill for General Motors Canada). Residual
groundwater impacts were then treated by chemical oxidation
and managed through the risk assessment.
Throughout this process there were regular updates to the
MOE district office and the City of Oshawa.
October 2010 – Three Records of Site Condition (RSC’S) were
obtained for the three parts of the site totalling 40 acres.
Fall 2010 to Present - During development, remaining impacts
in soil have been managed through the soil management plan
for the site, groundwater has been monitored as required by
the CPU.
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1927
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1990
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2009
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Risk Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Full Tier III Risk assessment completed under Ontario Regulation
153/04.
Considered soil and groundwater impacts in excess of generic
standards and human health and ecological receptors.
Used site specific information where possible.
Developed property specific standards for impacts in soil and
groundwater exceeding generic standards (VOCs, Beryllium).
Stakeholder feedback was key to address as there were a number
of issues and problems that were either real or perceived that were
occurring on an adjacent piece of property which was originally the
GM Power Plant. This was creating varying levels of stigma to our
approvals process due to the proximity of the two separate sites but
the same common Vendor (GM/ACSYS).
Record of Site Condition relating to the above were obtained in
October 2010.
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Obtaining
the RSC
• Risk based RSC
filed with
Ontario Ministry
of Environment

• One Risk
Assessment
used to obtain
three RSCs in
~18 months
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Public Communication Risk Factors
•

Alleviating negative perception real or otherwise from the adjacent
power plant site which was not part of the acquisition.
• Using a website based medium to broadly disseminate a
communication plan expanded our regulatory obligations for public
consultation could open up issues outside of our geographic area
requirement.
• If the technology medium failed, our communication plan would fail.
• With failure comes the real tangible impact of “money” and “time”
• WHY ASSUME THE RISK.
Conclusion: Due to the former ownership groups strained relationships,
information flow, and trust issues; the risk was carefully weighed and
then our direction was clear. Transparency and Trust through adopting
this broad communication plan was the only path to get us there.
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Public Communication Priorities
•

•

•
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Immediate priorities upon acquisition by MIYA/OGDC was to reestablish and rebuild trusted relationships that did not exist with
former ownership group at the MOE, City, Region, and at the
Stakeholder levels.
The next key immediate priority was clarify all confusion and
negative perception that was initially present on the adjacent power
plant site and to clearly differentiate those issues from the 40 acres
which we were developing.
Providing characterization and delineation information contained in
the reports and documents was effectively posted on the City of
Oshawa Website and direct access to our consultants and my
company helped alleviate much for the negative perception early on
in the closure process.
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Public Communication Key Objectives
•

•

•

•

•
•
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Key objective was to have a broad, transparent and trusted
approach from outset of project the would appease public and
regulatory concerns and re-establish fractured relationships.
The primary objective was to inform and satisfy all stakeholder
groups relating to the environmental regulatory closure as well as
the new intended land uses of the parcels.
The goal to achieve this objective was to establish an information
sharing medium was accessible and effective at disseminating
information to all groups in an open and trusted manner.
Develop a Risk Management Plan and achieve requisite approvals
for the redevelopment uses in conjunction with MOE District
Engineer and obtain regulatory closure documents.
Dissemination applicable information via City of Oshawa website
Provided direct email contact between public and project manager
and owner.
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Public Communication Approach
•
•

•
•
•
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Success of the communication approach was probably due to its
transparency, use of broad message medium.
Information was posted on the City of Oshawa website which
included an extremely “user friendly” summary of the ESA, Risk
Assessment, Risk Management Plan and Remediation program.
Email and telephone contact of Project Manager of the
environmental consulting firm was included.
All responses (only 2) recorded and included in risk assessment
report
The only responses received related to request to make the Site a
large park and a request for a newspaper interview to confirm that
MIYA Projects Inc./OGDC was structuring a three party sale of their
lands to Costco and Rice Commercial Group.
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Broad Public Communication Plan
Successes and Lessons
•

Using the City Website re-established trust and transparency in an
open relationship with MOE, the City, and Durham Region. As
information flowed and was readily available transparency was
achieved.
• Immediate and direct links to information was available. There was
no need for delay.
• Due to transparency, the only two issues ever raised were nonenvironmental inquiries thus a very successful approach.
• Could it be duplicated anywhere? That would entirely depend on a
municipality, region and district office decision. At the broadest level
yes.
Possible best advice would be to reach out to the municipalities and
regulators as early in the environmental closure process as possible as
establishing these relationships and next steps built trust.
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Site Sale & Development
• Late fall 2008, MIYA Projects Inc. to later become Oshawa
Gateway Development Corporation purchase the 40 acre former
McLaughlin Carriage/General Motors Canada/ACSYS
Automotive site. The Original GM Car Company of Canada site.
• Environmental Closure is obtained in the RSC’s in the fall of
2010.
• MIYA/ODGC sell the main parcel (approx. 30 acres) to Rice
Commercial Group and Costco Canada in Summer of 2011.
Costco opened in Oshawa in November 2013.
• MIYA/OGDC sell to Canada Post Corporation the lands of
northern half of north east parcel (approx. 4.8 acres) for the new
Durham Region distribution facility.
• MIYA/OGDC sold the remaining parcels (approx. 6 acres) to
Rice Commercial Group in the summer of 2012.
• Total timeframe from acquisition, remediation, regulatory closure
and re-positioning to disposition of all 40 acres – 46 months.
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Post Sale Activities of the Project Team
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Support in transfer of the Environmental Pollution Legal Liability
policy from MIYA Projects Inc., MIYA Consulting Inc., and Oshawa
Gateway Development Corporation to Rice Commercial Group and
Costco Canada.
Supported environmental risk and environmental PLL coverage
comfort as it related to transaction with Costco Canada for the
southern portion of the main parcel lands.
Managed implementation of RMMs
Continued groundwater monitoring
Supervised soil management plan
Responded to dust complaints from neighbours/City/Region
Provided additional data (more ESA) on land to be given to
City/Region for road widening
Supported City/Region with health and safety plan
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Good News?

•

•

http://www.cbc.ca/player/Shows/Shows/T
he%2BRick%2BMercer%2BReport/Clips/
ID/2298726960/
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“Huge lines at Oshawa Costco
job fair. Costco looking to
hire 110 part-time
employees”
(www.durhamregion.com)
“specific non-residential
developments, like the downtown
campuses of UOIT and Durham
College, new commercial
developments like Costco, a new
Metrolinx bus maintenance
station, a new Canada Post
distribution centre and a
forthcoming Holiday Inn Express
as contributing to the “healthy”
construction growth seen in
Oshawa”. (The Oshawa Express)

The Site Today

https://www.google.ca/maps/@43.906056,78.858241,3a,21.5y,196.24h,89.43t/data=!3m4!1e1!3m2!1sUgGHnmdB28a4RMBaPTFssw!2e0!
6m1!1e1?hl=en
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Thank You
Kevin Miyauchi
President
MIYA Consulting Inc.
MIYA Projects Inc.
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Imagine the result
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